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Synca CirC Massage Chair Navy  
 

The CirC massage chair is your personal
place of well-being. The shapely and
particularly compact massage chair adapts
to your individual living environment just
as perfectly as it does to your body. Treat
yourself to a stylish time-out whenever you
want with the innovative and compact
massage chair.

Modern look and compact design
Innovative L-guide massages from
shoulders to legs
Side air cushions in the hip area for
soothing compression massage
With remote control (incl. practical
storage)
Ambient Light
5 automatic programs plus manual
settings

 CHF 1'290.00  
      

      

The therapeutic massage for home 

SYNCA combines a unique wellness experience with advanced design. The innovative massage
products allow you to experience pure relaxation and well-being - in the comfort of your home. Synca is
inspired by the Japanese word (pronounced "Shinka"). It means evolution, but in another spelling it also
means valuable. Both perfectly describe the philosophy behind Synca. They develop luxurious wellness
products and invest energy, know-how and heart and soul to constantly improve them and achieve their
goal: Your ultimate physical and mental relaxation. Because they know how valuable your time is.
Synca combines the Far Eastern tradition of massage with innovative, precise technology "Made in
Japan" and modern design. You can enjoy the big and small moments of relaxation at any time in your
home thanks to Synca's premium products.

A massage chair of the next generation 

The intelligent massage imitates the massage of a real masseur and makes you feel as if you are being
massaged with real hands. The strength can be adjusted according to your preferences from strong to
pleasantly gentle.

Relaxation preprogrammed 
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Enjoy an individual massage according to your personal needs with the CirC massage chair. With the
intuitive remote control you have fully automatic, as well as various manual or selective programs
available at the touch of a button.

Beautiful interior design 

The design blends seamlessly into any living space. And because the CirC is so wonderfully compact,
you need very little space to bring a piece of heaven into your home.

Use: home area, maximum user weight 114 kg
Unit dimensions: W55 x H94 x D100cm, weight 32kg
Accessories: cushion, power cable (approx. 180cm), pad
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables)

The professional massage for a complete relaxation 

The Synca CirC massage chair massages gradually from the buttocks to the thighs, starting with a
gentle tapping massage. The next step is a deeper kneading massage to counteract tension and
blockages in the pelvic area. The lateral air cushions in the pelvic area provide additional muscle
relaxation with their gentle compression. L-Shape massage The L-Shape massage provides pure
relaxation - exactly where you want it. Here, the "massage hands" stroke along an 86cm-long guide rail
from the lower neck, over the back and into the buttocks and thigh area. With the CirC massage chair,
you can conveniently choose between full body, back, hip or buttock massage at the touch of a
button. There is also the option to focus on a specific area or point of your body. Customize the
massage to your needs.

Just the right thing to do after a busy day 

The Synca CirC massages gradually from the buttocks to the thighs, starting with a gentle tapping
massage. The next step is a deeper kneading massage to counteract tension and blockages in the
pelvic area. The lateral air cushions in the pelvic area provide additional muscle relaxation with their
gentle compression.

Relaxation with pleasant ambient light 

Relax as if by candlelight. The soft, warm lighting on both sides of the CirC makes your massage
moment perfect and simply lets you relax even better after a busy day.

Loosening tense and stiff muscles 

The muscles in the lower back and pelvic area represent an important supporting apparatus. This is
particularly closely linked to the leg and vertebral muscles. Tense or stiff muscles in the pelvic region
can cause pain and dysfunction in the lumbar region, lower back as well as the hips. The CirC massage
chair loosens your tense and stiff muscles.

Your spa experience with heat therapy at home 
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The regenerating heat penetrates the whole body from the waist to the back and enhances the effect of
the massage. Experience soothing comfort like in a real spa.

Relaxation preprogrammed 

Synca's massage chair massages gradually from the buttocks to the thighs, starting with a gentle
tapping massage. The next step is a deeper kneading massage to relieve tension and blockages in the
pelvic area.

Enjoy a soothing massage with the CirC massage chair. With the intuitive remote control, fully
automatic, as well as various manual or selective programs are available at the touch of a button.

Pure relaxation with the L-Shape massage 

The L-Shape massage provides pure relaxation - exactly where you want it. The "massage hands"
stroke along an 86 cm long guide rail from the lower neck, over the back to the buttocks and thigh area.
With the CirC massage chair, you can conveniently choose between full body, back, hip or buttock
massage at the touch of a button. There is also the option to focus on a specific area or point of your
body.

Modern and timeless interior design 

The massage chair attracts all eyes with its noble design. The design fits seamlessly into any living
space. And because the CirC is so wonderfully compact, you need very little space to bring a piece of
luxury into your home.

Pleasant ambience thanks to soft lighting 

Relax as if by candlelight. The soft, warm lighting on both sides of the CirC makes your massage
moment perfect and simply lets you relax even better after a busy day. With its clean design, this
massage chair is sure to fit in with your living and interior design concept.
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